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by Hydrothermal Carbonization
towards Biofuel Hydrochar
Production
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Abstract
An unprecedented increase in municipal solid waste (MSW) is increasingly
attractive in response to waste-to-energy. MSW pretreatment is an essential step
due to the inherent properties of MSW. Hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) offers
an efficient approach for converting MSW into carbonaceous hydrochars. In this
chapter, the formation and transformation of heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) during HTC of MSW were determined. The results indicated
that HTC can homogenize the density and size of MSW and also increase carbon
content. Moreover, the concentrations of heavy metals in the leachates of the
hydrochars were lower than the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(US EPA) maximum limits. Compared to MSW, the concentrations of Cr, Cd, Hg,
and Zn in the hydrochars were low and the concentrations of Pb, As, Ni, and Cu
were high. The concentrations of PAHs in the hydrochars increased with increasing temperature in the range of 1298.71–177698.20 μg/kg, which were much higher
than that in MSW, except for H-160. The dominant PAH rings in MSW and the
hydrochars were four-ring PAHs and three-ring PAHs, respectively. These findings
suggest that 180°C is an appropriate hydrothermal temperature to reduce heavy
metals and the toxicity PAHs of MSW.
Keywords: biomass, waste-to-energy, fuel quality, heavy metals, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, hydrochar

1. Introduction
At present, municipal solid waste (MSW) generated in daily life is the major
waste in the urban management, which consists of food waste, plastics, paper, garden waste, textiles, stone, glass, etc. [1]. An unprecedented increase in the amount
of MSW is observed in all over the world, especially for the populous development
countries, such as India and China due to the population growth, rapid urbanization, and industrialization [2, 3]. It is reported that about 1.70–1.90 billion metric
tons per year of MSW is produced in the world [4]. In China, the MSW delivering
quantity had grown to 0.20 billion metric tons in 2016 [5]. It is estimated that China
1
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will generate about 0.50 billion metric tons at 2025 and contribute nearly 25% to
total world’s MSW amount [6]. Therefore, the disposal of MSW has been and will
continue to be an urgent and major issue. Landfill, incineration, and composting are
commonly applied for the treatment of MSW [7–9]. Among those methods, landfill
is the most common disposal method of MSW in China due to the cost-effective
and low requirements of both separation and technique. However, the landfill
suffers from many problems, such as serious secondary pollution from the leachate, the increasing cost of land acquirement due to the increase development of
population and urbanization, and so on [10]. The incineration of MSW can achieve
effectively energy recovery, reduce waste volume by 90% and waste weight by 70%,
and decrease the toxicity [11]. Additionally, an increase in the combustible components of MSW such as plastics and papers improves the combustibility of MSW. On
the other hand, the quick depletion of fossil fuels and worldwide environmental
pollution promote the development of sustainable energy obtained from renewable
resources like MSW. In view of those advantages, incineration as an economically
feasible way for the effective energy recovery from MSW has been paid great attention in recent years. For example, in the last 10 years, an increase in the incineration
treatment rate of MSW in China is observed in the range of 14.52–37.51% [5]. But
the specific properties of MSW are the major drawbacks to employ it as an energy
feedstock for incineration, such as the high moisture and oxygen contents, low
carbon content, and the heterogeneity. To overcome these problems, pretreatment
technology is need to homogenize raw MSW and improve its fuel property.
Hydrothermal carbonization (HTC), also known as hydrothermal upgrading,
wet torrefaction, or coalification, is a wet and moderate temperature (180–350°C)
process in an autogenous or elevated pressures reactor [12–15]. Water is a necessary
component and plays an important role during HTC, which exists as a hot, expanded
liquid or possibly supercritical state to participate in the reaction as reactants or
contributes to the changes in the free energy of activation [13, 16]. A series of
hydrolysis, decarboxylation, dehydration, and condensation reactions occur during
HTC resulting in carbonaceous solid product known as the hydrochar, aqueous, and
gases [17]. The distributions and characteristics of the products are strongly affected
by the HTC conditions, and many studies present reaction temperature plays the
most important role [14, 18]. Compared to other dry carbonization processes (such
as gasification and pyrolysis), HTC do not need to spend extra energy on the drying
process of raw biomass. On the other hand, HTC takes place in low temperature and
has high conversion efficiency. For example, the solid products produced from HTC
and pyrolysis were determined and compared based on the fuel qualities, and the
results showed that the hydrochar obtained from HTC had higher energy density
and thermal efficiency and lower pollutant emissions than that obtained from
pyrolysis [19, 20], confirming that HTC can proceed with the same level of conversion efficiency as higher-temperature processes of dry carbonization [21, 22].
The first experiment about HTC was used in cellulose (which is known to
pure material) to produce carbonaceous materials in 1913 [21, 23], and then early
reviews were published in 1993 and 1994 [24, 25]. To date, the feedstocks supplied
for HTC rang from pure materials to more complex biomass, such as agriculture
waste [26–28], manure [29], alga [30], and so on [18, 31]. Recently, the acid or basic
solution can also be applied into the feedwater in order to remove the metals and
increase the hydrochar yield solution [26, 32, 33]. The existing literature covers a
wide range of studies on HTC of biomass and has been proved that HTC as a novel
thermal pretreatment process is a promising and viable method to homogenize
the biomass, increase the carbon content, decrease moisture content, and increase
grindability [21, 31]. Generally, the potential to use the hydrochar has concentrated
on the alternative fuel for energy supply and additive agent for soil amendment.
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With the application of the hydrochars, environmental issues should be considered,
such as the pollution risk of heavy metals and the emissions of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs).
Biomass contains various metals such as light metals and heavy metals during the
metabolic demands for the growth process. However, those metals usually remain
in the ash during the combustion because of their high melting point, leading to the
slagging/fouling and the negative impact on the environment. Several investigations
have been published about the removing of light metals during HTC of lignocellulosic biomass [20, 34]. The results show that light metals can be easily removed
from raw biomass during HTC due to the water solubility properties [20]. In contrast
to light metals, heavy metals exhibit the different chemical forms and is expected to
result in the different remove rates. Additionally, considering the potential risk to
the environment and health, heavy metals like chromium (Cr), cadmium (Cd), zinc
(Zn), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), arsenic (As), mercury (Hg), and lead (Pb) have been
the worldwide concern [35]. However, the transformation of heavy metals during
HTC process has not yet been studied in detail, especially for the MSW.
PAHs are known as persistent organic pollutants due to the long-range transport
potential and the effect of mutagenicity, teratogenicity, and carcinogenicity [36].
Many studies provide the evidence that the environmental levels of PAHs have
a significant inhibitory effect on human health and the growth of animals and
plants [37, 38]. PAHs generated from the combustion or pyrolysis of solid fuels,
such as MSW with the human industrialization, are widespread pollutants in the
environment [36, 39]. Moreover, stricter standards on PAHs in recent years must be
established to satisfy the social needs. Consequently, numerous researches on the
decomposition and formation of PAHs have been reported in literature in order to
control PAH emission from combustion or pyrolysis of coal [40], biomass [41], and
so on [39, 42]. It is noteworthy that free PAHs are referred to the PAHs contained in
the macromolecular structure of the feedstocks, which are easily able to emit into
the environment [43]. Compared to PAHs generated from combustion or pyrolysis,
limited investigations are known on free PAHs in coal [44], MSW ashes [45], and
biochar obtained of biomass [46]. However, to our best knowledge, no study clearly
has been done to investigate the free PAHs in MSW and corresponding hydrochars.
With the widespread application of the hydrochar, it is essential to investigate
the formation and transformation of heavy metals and PAHs during HTC of
MSW. Considering the significant effect of hydrothermal temperature, the concentrations of heavy metals and PAHs in MSW and corresponding hydrochars were
determined in this chapter to evaluate the effect of HTC on the transformation of
heavy metal and PAHs.

2. Preparation and characterization of biofuel hydrochar
Organic components of MSW were investigated in the present study, which was
comprised of food waste (64.93 wt.%), plastics (15.07 wt.%), paper (12.94 wt.%),
wood waste (1.48 wt.%), and textiles (3.11 wt.%) [10]. HTC of MSW was undertaken
using a Morey-type reaction vessel that included a laboratory 50-mL Teflon reaction vessel and an SUS steel pressure vessel [47]. Briefly, the MSW and de-ionized
water (a mass ratio of 1:3) was mixed using a stirrer and was fed to the vessel.
Furthermore, the vessel was sealed and heated to the desired temperature using an
oven. Experiments were conducted at different temperatures (160, 180, 200, 220,
240, and 260°C) for 10 h. After the reaction time was completed and the reactor
had cooled down to room temperature, the solid product, called the hydrochar, was
collected by vacuum filtration and dried at 50°C for 24 h before use. The hydrochar
3
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yield was calculated as the mass ratio of the hydrochar and the MSW. There are
three replicates for each hydrochar. H-x represented the hydrochar produced at
some hydrothermal temperature, where x was the centigrade temperature.
The inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, USA)
was used to determine the concentrations of heavy metals, except for Hg. About
0.1 g of MSW or the hydrochar was digested in Teflon reactor by the mixed acids
(4 mL 65% HNO3, 4 mL 30% H2O2, 2 mL 70% HClO4, and 4 mL 48% HF). The
reactor was sealed and operated at 170°C for 12 h in order to dissolve the sample.
After the reactor was cooled to the ambient temperature, the liquid solution was
transferred to FTFE beaker, which was placed on electric hot plate to remove the
moisture. Furthermore, the residual was re-dissolved using 1:1 v/v ratio of HNO3
to the desired concentration and filtered with the glass fiber filter for ICP-OES
analysis.
The concentration of Hg was analyzed on the cold atomic fluorescence mercury
meter after total dissolution. For each experiment, a sample of approximately 0.2 g
and mixed acids (4 M HCl and 2 M HNO3) were sent to the glass tube and heated
to 95°C for 1.5 h. Furthermore, 10 mL 0.05% K2Cr2O7 (diluted by 5% HNO3) was
added to the mixed solution after cooling down to ambient temperature and then
diluted to the desired concentration. The solution was filtered and analyzed by the
cold atomic fluorescence mercury meter.
The toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) was carried out according to the ASTM method 1311 in order to elucidate the potential mobility of heavy
metals in the hydrochars [48]. 0.5 g of dried hydrochar was weighed and dissolved
in 10 mL of TCLP extraction fluid. After rotated for 18 h, the solution was filtered
through glass fiber (0.6–0.8 μm) and acidified with 1 M HNO3 to pH 2 for ICP-OES
analysis.
To determine the concentrations of PAHs, 0.5 g of the sample was Soxhlet
extracted in dichloromethane (DCM) as the extraction solvent for 24 h. The extract
was concentrated by a rotary evaporator at temperature around 38°C. A total of
15 mL of n-hexane was added and reconcentrated to 1 mL for solvent exchange
[49]. The silica column was used for cleanup, which filled with silica gel particles
(100–200 mesh), anhydrous sodium sulfate, and aluminum oxide from the bottom to the top. The extract was transferred to the silica column and eluted with
n-hexane and a mixed solvent (n-hexane and DCM 7:3 (v/v), 70 mL). The fraction
in the mixed solvent was solvent-exchange to n-hexane, concentrated to nearly
dryness with a gentle blow of N2, and diluted to 1 mL for analysis. The fraction was
analyzed on a gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS, GC model Agilent
6890 and MS model 5793, USA) equipped with a DB-5MS column (30 m × 0.25 mm
i.d., 0.25 μm film thickness). The GC oven was set to an initial temperature of 50°C,
held in 2 min, and heated to 300°C at the rate of 6°C/min with final hold time at
300°C of 5 min.
An external standard calibration was used for the quantification of 16 priority
PAHs. The examined 16 priority PAHs were shown in Table 1. Toxic equivalent
factor (TEF) is used to take BaP as a toxic benchmark, and the corresponding TEF
of individual PAHs can be found elsewhere [50]. The surrogate standards including
naphthalene-d8, perylene-d12, acenaphthene-d10, and phenanthrene-d10 were
applied for determining the recovery rate of PAHs. The recoveries for surrogate
standards were in the range of 71.45–124.06%.
The surface morphology of the hydrochars was investigated using a field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) model JSM-7500F. The sample dried at
105°C for 24 h was kept onto a carbon tape, coated with Au, and then placed under
high vacuum condition. For each sample, at least five different sites were taken to
increase the accuracy.
4
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Ring number

Individual PAHs

Abbreviations

TEF

2

Napthalene

Nap

0.001

3

Acenaphthylene

Acy

0.001

Acenapthene

Ace

0.001

Fluorene

Flu

0.001

Phenanthrene

Phe

0.001

Anthracene

Ant

0.010

Fluoranthene

Fla

0.001

Pyrene

Pyr

0.001

Benz[a]anthracene

BaA

0.100

Chrysen

Chr

0.010

Benzo[b]fluoranthene

BbF

0.100

Benzo[k]fluoranthene

BkF

0.100

Benzo[a]pyrene

BaP

1.000

Dibenz[ah]anthracene

DaA

1.000

Indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene

IcP

0.100

Benzo[ghi]perylene

BgP

0.010

4

5

6

Table 1.
The 16 priority PAHs and corresponding TEF value.

3. Characteristics of MSW and biofuel hydrochars
3.1 Physicochemical properties of biofuel hydrochar
The yields of the hydrochars obtained from MSW during HTC are summarized
in Figure 1. As expected, the yields of hydrochars in the range of 37.68–70.37%
gradually decreased with increasing hydrothermal temperature from 160 to
260°C. A significant decrease of hydrochar yield was observed with the increase
from 160 to 200°C. The hydrothermal temperature had no obvious effect on
the hydrochar yield when the temperature was higher than 200°C. The quickest
decrease of hydrochar yield was observed again at hydrothermal temperature
from 240 to 260°C. The highest decrease of hydrochar yield at low temperature
can be linked with easy decomposition of the protein, carbohydrate, and lipid in
MSW. Furthermore, the decomposition of the char effectively caused the obvious
decrease of hydrochar yield when the temperature was above 240°C.
Table 2 showed the ultimate analysis, the ratios of H/C and O/C, and HHV of MSW
and corresponding hydrochars. The carbon content and oxygen content of MSW were
42.13 and 49.10%, respectively. As expected, compared to MSW, the carbon contents
of the hydrochars were higher than that of MSW, except for H-160, while the contents
of hydrogen, sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen were roughly lower. It was noteworthy
that compared to MSW, the H/C and O/C ratios of the hydrochars were observed to
be low, indicating that the hydrochars had higher heating values and reduced energy
loss during the combustion, which was consistent with the previous studies [51, 52].
This may be explained by the decrease of low-energy H▬C and O▬C bonds and the
increase of high-energy C▬C bonds [51]. The higher heating values (HHV) of MSW
and corresponding hydrochars were investigated, and the results showed that the HHV
of the hydrochars (in the range of 16.06–31.76 MJ/kg) almost increased with increasing
5
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Figure 1.
The yields of the hydrochars obtained from MSW during HTC.
MSW

H-160

H-180

H-200

H-220

H-240

H-260

C

42.13

41.92

49.3

65.15

73.88

67.16

75.71

H

6.93

5.73

5.64

5.98

5.96

5.84

6.06

S

0.29

0.28

0.26

0.26

0.20

0.25

0.17

N

1.55

0.94

1.02

1.21

1.13

1.27

1.23

Oa

49.10

51.13

43.78

27.40

18.83

25.48

18.06

H/C

1.97

1.64

1.37

1.10

0.97

1.04

0.96

O/C

0.87

0.91

0.67

0.31

0.19

0.28

0.17

HHV (MJ/kg)

17.73

16.06

20.27

26.91

30.79

27.64

31.76

Ultimate analysis (db, %)

a

By difference.

Table 2.
Ultimate analysis, the ratios of H/C and O/C, and HHV of MSW and corresponding hydrochars.

temperature, which were higher than that of MSW (17.73 MJ/kg), except for H-160.
It is reported that the HHV of the solid fuel must be higher than 20 MJ/kg in order to
ensure autothermal combustion [53]. In the present study, the HHV of the hydrochars
exceeded 20 MJ/kg, except for H-160. The above results demonstrate that the hydrochar
obtained from MSW above 160°C can be considered as a promising solid fuel.
3.2 The surface morphology of biofuel hydrochar
Figure 2 showed the appearances of MSW and the hydrochars obtained from
HTC of MSW. It should be noticed that the individual components of MSW and
H-160 were still observed. When the hydrothermal temperature was higher than
180°C, the hydrochars were homogenized and grinded into particles, indicating that
HTC was an effective method for homogenizing the MSW.
The effect of hydrothermal temperature on the morphology characteristic of the
MSW was shown in Figure 3. It was found that the hydrochar had a rough surface.
6
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Figure 2.
The appearances of MSW and corresponding hydrochars.

Figure 3.
SEM of the hydrochars obtained from MSW.
7
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With the increasing hydrothermal temperature from 160 to 240°C, the microspheres appeared, and the number of those microspheres increased. The formation
of microsphere number increased due to the decomposition or carbonization of
MSW. Protein, cellulose, and other components in MSW firstly decompose into
small fragments and then are melted and carbonized with the rise of hydrothermal
temperature, resulting in the formation of carbon microspheres [54]. When the
temperature was higher, however, the microspheres were damaged.

4. The transformation of heavy metals during HTC of MSW
Table 3 presented the mobility of heavy metals in the hydrochars using the
TCLP. The concentrations of Cu in the TCLP leachates of all the hydrochars were
highest than other heavy metals, except for Ni in H-180, while the concentrations of
Hg and As were not detected at most temperature. The United States Environmental
Protection Agency maximum thresholds of determined heavy metal were also
illustrated in Table 3. No stipulated standards for heavy metals usually are calculated as the drinking water standard multiplied by 100 [55], such as Ni. As shown
in Table 3, the concentrations of heavy metals in TCLP leachates of the hydrochars
were all lower than the US EPA permissible limits, showing that the hydrochars can
be considered as non-hazardous materials.
The concentrations of heavy metals in MSW and corresponding hydrochars, such
as Cr, Cd, Pb and so on, were determined in Figure 4. The results showed that for all
determined heavy metals in MSW, Cr had a maximum concentration at a value of 93.29
μg/g and the lowest concentration of heavy metals was Hg (0.15 μg/g). The concentrations of Hg in the hydrochars were still the minimum, while the highest concentration
among the heavy metals was Cr at temperature from 160 to 220°C, and As and Zn were
the significant dominant metals at 240 and 260°C, respectively. Compared to MSW,
the concentrations of Cr, Cd, and Hg in the hydrochars were low, and the other metals
exhibited a different trend, which was ascribed to differences in the transformation
of heavy metals during HTC. In addition, H-260 had the lowest concentrations of Cr,
Pb, and Hg, followed by H-180. As for other heavy metals, except for Cu, the lowest
concentrations were observed at H-180. This result indicated that the HTC at 180 and
260°C were a promising method to reduce the content of heavy metals in the hydrochar
obtained from MSW.
Heavy metals cannot be destroyed or formed and be just transferred from
biomass to waste during HTC. In order to determine the transformation of heavy
Metal

Sample
Cr

Cd

Pb

Hg

As

Zn

Ni

Cu

H-160

0.21

0.07

0.81

—

0.31

2.93

0.66

0.22

H-180

0.35

0.24

0.06

—

0.09

1.30

1.46

0.13

H-200

0.30

0.25

0.24

—

—

1.70

0.50

0.40

H-220

0.41

0.35

0.35

—

—

3.49

1.99

0.69

H-240

0.31

0.34

0.06

—

—

3.44

1.63

0.45

H-260

0.12

0.32

0.24

—

—

1.37

0.29

0.64

EPA limit

5.00

1.00

5.00

0.20

5.00

25.00

2.00

100.00

—, not detected.

Table 3.
The concentrations (μg/g) of heavy metals in TCLP leachates of the hydrochars.
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Figure 4.
The concentrations (μg/g) of metals in MSW and corresponding hydrochars.

Metal

Sample
H-160

H-180

H-200

H-220

H-240

H-260

Cr

49.14

30.94

31.74

31.94

21.94

13.96

Cd

36.43

22.46

24.33

30.55

24.06

16.46

Pb

80.33

57.32

78.65

85.05

44.30

16.63

Hg

10.45

9.65

24.54

21.49

18.42

6.52

As

59.67

37.02

38.79

42.78

55.77

24.75

Ni

81.13

49.16

60.89

70.20

65.84

39.61

Zn

49.81

28.23

27.51

28.43

36.16

22.48

Cu

94.57

61.65

42.33

27.90

19.90

28.82

Table 4.
The retention rates (%) of heavy metals in the hydrochars at different hydrothermal temperatures.

metals during HTC, the retention rate was determined. The retention rate of
individual metal is defined as the percentages of that metal content in the hydrochar
over that in the raw material [20]. Table 4 illustrated the retention rates of heavy
metals in the hydrochars at different temperatures. It is observed that Cu exhibited
the highest retention rates in H-160 and H-180 at the percentage of 94.57 and
61.65%, respectively. The highest retention rates in H-200 and H-240 were for Pb.
As for H-240 and H-260, significant retention rates of Ni were observed. The lowest
retention rates in the samples were for Hg at most temperatures, indicating that
compared to other determined heavy metals, Hg in MSW was easily transferred and
removed during HTC due to the easy volatility of Hg. With respect to the effect of
hydrothermal temperature, a quick decrease of retention rate of Cu were observed
at temperature from 160 to 240°C and then slightly increased. As for other heavy
9
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metals, the decreases in retention rates were accompanied by an increase in temperature from 160 to 180°C. When the temperature was in the range of 180–220°C,
the retention rates increased, while the decreased trend with further increasing
temperature was observed except for Hg from 200 to 260°C and Zn and As from
240 to 260°C. This can be explained by the inherent properties and specific chemical forms of heavy metals in MSW.

5. The formation and transformation of PAHs during HTC of MSW
Figure 5 summarized the concentrations of total free PAHs in MSW and
corresponding hydrochars. In general, the concentration of PAHs in MSW was
2181.16 μg/kg. The concentrations of PAHs in the hydrochars were in the range of
1298.71–177698.20 μg/kg, which were much higher than that in MSW, especially at
high temperature, except for H-160. The experimental results showed that the free
PAHs in the hydrochars are not only obtained from MSW, but there also other ways
to produce PAHs.
Considering the effect of hydrothermal temperature, the concentrations of
PAHs increased with the increase of temperature from 160 to 240°C and conversely
decreased when the temperature continued to increase. The competitive decomposition and formation of PAHs during HTC are responsible for the variation of PAH
concentrations in the samples. At temperature from 160 to 240°C, the formation of
PAHs was the dominant reaction, which promoted the increase of PAHs. The dehydration, decarboxylation, and condensation reactions occurred during the HTC
process and became more intensive with the increasing hydrothermal temperature,
resulting in the higher degree of coalification and the formation of amorphous
hydrochar [56]. The amorphous hydrochar, containing aliphatics, aromatic compounds, and so on, has been proved to cause the increased PAH concentrations
[46]. Furthermore, the free radicals like •OH produced from the decomposition of water or the coalification of MSW promote the formation of PAHs [50].
Additionally, the formations of PAHs are endothermic reactions indicating that the
formation of PAHs can be promoted by the increasing temperature. In summary,
the formation of PAHs was the dominant reaction at hydrothermal temperature
from 160 to 240°C. Conversely, the concentrations of PAHs reduced with further
increasing temperature due to the breakdown of structure of the hydrochar. As
evidenced in Figure 4, the amount of microspheres increased with the temperature
from 160 to 240°C, indicating that more produced and higher observed. However,
the microspheres are damaged at 260°C, showing that the porous structure collapsed. It is reported that the porous structure of the hydrochars played an important role in absorbing the sugars, furfurals, and so on due to the abundant potential
active sites, resulting in increased PAH concentrations [57]. As a result, the porous
structure of H-260 is damaged leading to the decrease of PAH concentrations. It
is interesting to note that the concentrations of metals also have the effect of the
formation of PAHs. For example, Zn promoted the formation of PAHs, and Cu was
not favorable for the formation of PAHs, which was consistent with the result in
the present study [58]. In detail, the highest concentration of PAHs was obtained at
240°C, which the lowest concentration of Cu and the highest concentration of Zn
were observed in H-240. It can be seen that PAHs can be transferred and formed
during HTC, which is different from heavy metals, and the transformation and the
formation of PAHs are affected by the structure and metal concentration.
The concentrations of 16 individual PAHs in MSW and corresponding hydrochars were illustrated in Table 5. The results showed that the concentration of BaA
in MSW was 938.01 μg/kg at a value of 43.01% of the total PAHs, followed by Phe
10
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(436.41 μg/kg) and Fla (199.40 μg/kg). Meanwhile, Nap, Flu, and Phe in the hydrochars, except for H-260, accounted for the majority of total PAHs. As for H-260,
Flu, Phe, and Chr were the dominant individual PAHs at values of 25.50, 27.79, and
18.59%, respectively. It was thought that the molecular sizes of dominant PAHs in
the hydrochars were lower than that in MSW.

Figure 5.
The concentrations (μg/kg) of total free PAHs in MSW and corresponding hydrochars.

PAHs

Sample
MSW

H-160

H-180

H-200

H-220

H-240

H-260

Nap

101.91

319.13

740.34

11561.17

38824.40

46665.05

9504.29

Acy

2.27

1.75

2.45

3.50

43.27

63.24

49.33

Ace

10.36

10.96

30.17

245.37

618.05

815.80

533.56

Flu

118.65

580.92

1373.72

25429.68

38284.80

45850.40

22438.64

Phe

436.41

272.21

1605.30

14813.56

31264.00

45048.85

24455.65

Ant

28.45

11.85

32.62

340.73

1404.53

2646.07

4125.61

Fla

199.40

30.09

116.01

322.66

1024.09

2082.74

1709.28

Pyr

156.49

21.09

83.71

187.06

377.09

794.50

647.95

BaA

938.01

3.40

13.10

634.05

1653.12

3809.17

2133.97

Chr

83.95

16.68

164.94

5834.41

12674.34

25374.60

16356.79

BbF

36.04

2.48

2.93

96.96

453.23

2086.83

2414.22

BkF

19.19

1.14

6.13

67.24

247.10

613.68

984.55

BaP

9.97

2.06

2.06

49.12

114.45

364.21

669.98

IcP

16.07

1.82

2.14

6.63

11.85

150.01

183.71

DaA

10.51

1.39

3.59

55.84

183.85

717.15

975.35

BgP

13.48

1.74

3.09

22.88

155.25

615.88

799.38

Table 5.
The concentration (μg/kg) of 16 individual PAHs in MSW and corresponding hydrochars.
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In order to investigate the change of molecular size during HTC process, the 16
individual PAHs are classified by ring number according to Table 1. The result was
illustrated in Figure 6. As can be seen from Figure 6a, in MSW, the two-, three-,
four-, five- and six-ring PAHs comprised about 4.67, 27.33, 63.17, 3.47, and 1.35% of
total PAHs, respectively, indicating that four-ring PAHs were the most prevalent
in MSW. As for the hydrochars, the concentrations of three-ring PAHs exhibited a
maximum in the range of 53.14–72.79% of the hydrochars obtained at temperature
from 160 to 260°C. Additionally, the concentrations of two-, three-, and four-ring
PAHs in the hydrochars increased with an increase of hydrothermal temperature,
showed a maximum at 240°C, and decreased with further increasing temperature.
However, an increase in the concentrations of five- and six-ring PAHs in the hydrochars was accompanied by an increase in the temperature. Figure 6b showed the
effect of hydrothermal temperature on the molecular weight of PAHs in MSW and

Figure 6.
The ring number (a) and percentages of LMW, MMW, and HMW PAHs (b) in MSW and corresponding
hydrochars.
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corresponding hydrochars. In detail, PAHs contained low molecular weight PAHs
(LMW PAHs, two-and three-ring PAHs), middle molecular weight PAHs (MMW
PAHs, four-ring PAHs), and high molecular weight PAHs (HMW PAHs, five- and
six-ring PAHs) [39]. Considering the MSW, significant percentage of MMW PAHs
was observed, at a value of 63.14% of total PAHs, while the percentages of LMW
and HMW PAHs were 32.04% and 4.82%, respectively. As for the hydrochars,
the LMW PAHs had maximum percentages of 69.45–93.59% of total PAHs, which
reduced with an increase of hydrothermal temperature. Compared to LMW PAHs,
however, the MMW PAHs and HMW PAHs (in the range of 5.57–23.69% and
0.47–6.85%, respectively) exhibited a different trend with hydrothermal temperature. The above results confirmed that the dominant PAHs in MSW were higher
than that in the hydrochar.
The higher ring number and molecular weight of PAHs are expected to have
higher toxicity [58]. In order to analyze the toxicity of PAHs in MSW and corresponding hydrochars, the TEQ value of 16 priority PAHs is used according to the
following equation [50]:
TEQ = Σ(TEF i × C i)

(1)

where TEF values of the 16 individual PAHs are shown in Table 1. C represents
the concentration of 16 individual PAHs in the hydrochars obtained at different
hydrothermal temperatures. i denotes each 16 individual PAHs.
According to Eq. (1), the TEQ values of MSW and corresponding hydrochars
are shown in Figure 7. Considering the effect of the hydrothermal temperature
(160–260°C), significant increase in TEQ values of the hydrochars from 5.87 μg
TEQ/kg to 2489.13 μg TEQ/kg occurred. The TEQ value of MSW (123.7 μg TEQ/kg)
was at least eight times higher than that of H-160 and H-180 and lower than that of
other hydrochars. It was interesting to note that the total PAHs of MSW was lower
and the TEQ was higher than that of H-180. It is indicating that, considering the
concentration and toxicity of PAHs, 160 and 180°C are the suitable hydrothermal
temperatures to reduce the concentrations and toxicity of PAHs in MSW.

Figure 7.
The TEQ values (μg TEQ/kg) of MSW and corresponding hydrochars.
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6. Challenges
Commercialization of HTC of MSW for biofuel production should overcome the
following major challenges:
• HTC requires a large heat input for its carbonization reactions and for maintenance of its moderately high reaction temperature. This heat requirement
greatly reduces energy conversion efficiency and greatly increases its capital
cost.
• The pretreatment and feeding of wet MSW, which is fibrous and widely
varying in composition, is another major challenge.
• Separation of product may require the addition of energy consumption,
and this can greatly increase the system’s cost and reduce its overall energy
efficiency.
Further research is required to address this important challenge. A final problem
that might inhibit commercialization of HTC of MSW is the corrosion of the reactor wall.

7. Conclusions
In this chapter, the formation and transformation of heavy metals and free
PAHs during HTC of MSW were analyzed through determining the concentrations of heavy metals and free PAHs in MSW and corresponding hydrochars. The
results showed that with the increasing hydrothermal temperature, the hydrochar
yield decreased in the range of 37.68–70.37%. But HTC can homogenize the MSW
and increase carbon content and HHV, especially at temperature above 160°C. As
for the heavy metal, the concentrations of heavy metals in TCLP leachates of the
hydrochars were all lower than the US EPA permissible limits. Compared to MSW,
the concentrations of Cr, Cd, Hg, and Zn were low, while Pb, As, Ni, and Cu in
the hydrochars exhibited a different trend. The PAH concentrations in MSW was
2181.16 μg/kg, which were much lower than that in corresponding hydrochars,
except for H-160. The TEQ values were in the order H-260 > H-240 > H-220 > H-20
0 > MSW > H-180 > H-160. Considering the fuel properties and the contentions of
heavy metal and PAHs, the hydrochar obtained at 180°C is a promising alternative
solid fuel with high fuel property and environmentally friendly characteristic.
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